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Riding Without Pirsig 
(Two Poems About Missoula) 

by Kirk Mann, Fergus Falls Community College 

Like Pirsig, I went to Montana during the heat of summer, 
leaving Minnesota with its lowland sloughs, 
but not riding a machine like him or I would've felt the cool of 
early morning marshes and smelled the musty tea water in dimpled ditches. 

Instead, blasting through the white day in a red velvet mini-limo, 
bright steel, cavernous, undefined spaces under the dash and in the carburetor, 
underlying form. 

But to hell with underlying form. I was into Pirsig's flip side, the romantic 
vision, ride the bike, or the Buick, and don't worry about how to change the 
plugs or plug wires or points or oil or wiper fluid, just gas and go get the hell out 
with a blue belch of exhaust and sticky wrappers on the floor divider. 

True flight. 

Unlike Pirsig, who was bold enough not to flee, questing for Quality, redefining 
himself in Bozeman, I went beyond Bozeman, to Missoula, and didn't approach 
pensively on two wheels, and didn't stop every two hours and relax among the 
prairie dogs and let my machine cool down, and didn't visit the University when 
I got there, and didn't lodge in a mountain cabin with artists, nor hike along 
glacial streams and contrast types of intelligence ... 

I'm not sure I thought deeply at all. 

Instead, barreling in on a pulse of false passion and praise God for Crosby, Stills 
and Nash, leaving the industrial digs of St. Paul, four fat wheels hugging the 
vertical interstate, no steam rising from my engine, 
approaching the Big Blackfoot and blowing on my train-sized horn because 
I thought I'd see Robert Redford standing midstream. 

But I never stopped. 

Not until I hit the city limits and saw the big chalky "M" on the mountain side 
and thought, this is as John Denver as it gets 
and this mountain town's gonna love me because I'm the type of Midwest 
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expatriate who sees fit to adopt a Bitterroot Range for his own, 
wearing Columbia gear, maybe take up the mandolin! 

So I went to a low-rent motel. Not rustic-chic. Just dirty white siding reflecting 
the midday sun, and platform TVs beaming incongruous blood and courtroom 
images received from waves bouncing and zagging among the snow peaks and 
down into the cool water canyons and onto the top of this human corral, each of 
us penned in. Myself in number 14. 

All I could do was drink and puke poetry of self-pity, something performed like 

a shaky MTV camera shot: 
I got one broken bed. I got one window with no screen. 
I got a door that won't lock and the face in the looking glass is so 

mean. 
I can't see the irony ofretreating from troubles so far away when 

the troubles in the distance overshadow those that loom 
today. 

Or some remorseful slop like that that should've stayed in that rancid lair, 
crumpled and thrown underneath the hard bed to rest next to the dirty black 
comb, the human hair, the dust of a thousand brown, cracked boots. 

But I kept the poem because I could sing it for the time, and I had to sing it 
because my soul wasn't 8000 feet in the air like I thought it would be. 

In fact, it hadn't even made it over state lines and I had rammed 850 miles in a 
silicone shell body that shattered in room 14 that night, leaving nothing but a 
hollow poem that mingled with the whine of the bathroom fan. 

36 hours and I had ascended and descended Montana like a Matchbox car pushed 
by a crazed little boy up and down a sandy slope, spitty sound effects and all, 
and on the way back down, mountain and I cursed one another in hostile departure, 
it sweating me out of its system, too toxic, 
me rejecting its vogue tiara Missoula. 

Pirsig found the comfort of insanity in Big Sky, slipped into it 
like a terry cloth robe. I found harsh, hollow-eyed, piss-in-a-cup rationality, 

wasn't expatriate material, not yet. 

And so I was drawn, like Pirsig, back to the swampy womb of Minnesota, wading 
into its wet embrace, a place where he, with only half a mind, discovered Quality, 

and I, with whole heart, would attempt the same. 


